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a b s t r a c t

The present research investigates cultural variation in grounding principles for inferring
agency in order to address an important theoretical debate: does cultural diversity in
agency concepts reflect an animistic overextension of (universal) folkpsychology, as many
have argued, or an alternative theory of folkcommunication based on relational principles?
In two experiments, mind perception measures were adapted to assess beliefs concerning
the agency of non-animal kinds (plants, abiotic kinds, complex artifacts) among Indigenous
Ngöbe adults in Panama and US college students. Agency attributions varied systemati-
cally, with Ngöbe ascribing greater agency to non-animal natural kinds and US college par-
ticipants ascribing greater agency to complex artifacts. Analysis of explanations revealed
divergent interpretations of agency as a prototypically human capacity requiring con-
sciousness (US), versus a relational capacity expressed in directed interactions (Ngöbe).
Converging measures further illuminated the inferential principles underlying these
agency attributions. (1) An experimental relational framing of agency probes facilitated
Ngöbe but not US agency attributions. (2) Further analysis showed that three key dimen-
sions of agency attribution (experience, cognition, animacy) are organized differently
across cultures. (3) A Bayesian approach to cultural consensus modeling confirmed the
presence of two distinct consensus models rather than variations on a single (universal)
model. Together, these results indicate that conceptual frameworks for agency differ across
US college and Ngöbe communities. We conclude that Ngöbe concepts of agency derive
from a distinct theory of folkcommunication based on an ecocentric prototype rather than
overextensions of an anthropocentric folkpsychology. These observations suggest that
folkpsychology and mind perception represent culture specific frameworks for agency,
with significant implications for domain-specificity theory and our understanding of cog-
nitive diversity.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Agents captivate our attention and animate our worlds. A major goal for cognitive science is to understand how people
recognize an agent and conceptualize its capacity to act. These concepts actively structure social cognition and moral rea-
soning and play an integral role in causal reasoning, folk theories, mind perception, and language (e.g., Banaji & Gelman,
2013; Carey, 2009; Lowder & Gordon, 2015; Waytz, Gray, Epley, & Wegner, 2010). Agency concepts are so fundamental that
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they are often presumed to be universal (Johnson, 2003; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007; Sperber & Hirschfeld, 2004). At the same
time, it is increasingly clear that agency concepts are multifaceted. Exploring the principles underlying the conceptual struc-
ture of the agency domain is the focus of a growing body of research (Gray, Gray, & Wegner, 2007; Knobe, 2011; Tamir,
Thornton, Contreras, & Mitchell, 2016). This literature has overwhelmingly focused on agency as construed through the lens
of folkpsychology where agency is intimately linked to the inference of having a mind. It has also overwhelmingly focused on
Western study samples. While folkpsychology may be fundamental to Western conceptions of agency, we believe there is
striking cultural variation in grounding principles for inferring agency. Specifically, we propose that agency can be concep-
tualized as folkcommunication rather than folkpsychology, and consequently that important features of agency attribution,
long assumed to be universal, may vary systematically across cultures. Here we report one such case, contrasting conceptual
frameworks for agency between Indigenous Ngöbe of Panama and US college students.

2. Background

Agency, broadly defined as the capacity to act, is a signature property of moving, living, and sentient kinds. Depending on
the interpretive stance adopted, an act of agency may be conceptualized quite differently depending on whether it is thought
to arise from purely physical or biologicalmechanisms versusmore complex psychological processes (e.g., Strickland, Silver, &
Keil, 2016). For instance, individuals may interpret movement toward the sun differently for a cloud versus a plant (physical
versus biological), and both differently from a person’s movement toward the sun (psychological) (Gutheil, Vera, & Keil, 1998;
Opfer & Gelman, 2001; Opfer & Siegler, 2004). How people parse these conceptual categories for agency is an important ques-
tion for cognitive science (Csibra &Gergely, 2007; Lewis, 1990). The influential domain-specificity framework theory proposes
that people intuitively understand action in terms of (at least) three distinct folktheories corresponding to specific ontological
kinds: the force dynamics of physical kinds (folkphysics), the teleological agency of living kinds (folkbiology), or the mental
agency of animate kinds based on humans as the prototypical agent (folkpsychology) (Wellman & Gelman, 1992).

Within the folkpsychological domain, a further distinction has been proposed between two forms of mental agency asso-
ciated with either experiential or cognitive capacities (Gray et al., 2007). These two dimensions of mind perception are
thought to involve distinct inferences about biological versus representational faculties, respectively (Knobe, 2011). Among
Western samples, for example, human-created entities such as artificial intelligence or corporations are judged high on cog-
nition but low on experience (as they are not alive), whereas nonhuman animals are judged high on experience but low on
cognition (as they are not considered to have conscious representations). This seems to reflect an iteration of the broader
folkbiology-folkpsychology distinction within the domain of psychology proper.

Folkpsychology is widely seen as a universal intuitive framework theory for agency (Gelman & Legare, 2011; Sperber &
Hirschfeld, 2004), despite the fact that it follows from a theoretical partitioning of cognitive domains that has been developed
primarily amongWestern cultures byWestern researchers. At the same time, it is well known that cultures diverge in explicit
beliefs about agency. For instance, many Indigenous cultures hold that non-animal natural kinds like plants, minerals, celes-
tial bodies and abiotic forces (e.g., thunder, ocean) may perceive, respond, and communicate (Hallowell, 1960; Harvey, 2005).
These are capacities that most Westerners, researchers included, view as psychological ones. As such, proponents of domain-
specificity theory have treated these cultural beliefs as overextensions of a universal folkpsychology beyond its proper domain
(Atran & Norenzayan, 2004; Boyer, 1996). These overextension accounts explain Indigenous understandings of nonhuman
agency in terms of counterintuitive, supernatural, or animistic concepts (Barrett, 2000; Boyer, 2003; see also Guthrie et al.,
1980) (but see Bird-David, 1999; Ingold, 2006; Kohn, 2007). A related class of explanations characterizes Indigenous agency
attributions as metaphorical. Here, the assumption is again that the universal base for inferring agency is a human-like mind,
such that attributions of agency to nonhuman targets are metaphors that map ‘‘back” to the folkpsychology source domain.

An alternative possibility is that presumed overextensions of folkpsychology instead reflect different cultural concepts of
agency stemming from diverse principles for inferring agency, and/or different notions of what belongs in the agency
domain. Current theories of folkpsychology in the West emphasize human minds and consequently these theories tend to
focus on anthropocentric forms of agency. As an alternative, one framework that has been extensively discussed in the lit-
erature on Indigenous epistemologies is a folktheory where agency is primarily understood as a capacity for relational inter-
action with other agents and environments (Bird-David, 1999; Danziger & Rumsey, 2013; Harvey, 2005; Kohn, 2013).
Working frommultiple disciplines and Native perspectives, scholars have argued that Indigenous theories afford recognition
of nonhuman agency as it is expressed in diverse ways across the natural world (Kimmerer, 2013; Pierotti, 2011), and that
these theories do not share the overtly mentalistic emphasis of Western folkpsychology (e.g., Ingold, 2011; Walker, 2013).
These folktheories of agency can be understood in the broader context of Indigenous relational epistemologies, which are
cultural framework theories that emphasize the interconnectedness of all things and include nonhumans as part of the social
community (Medin, ojalehto, Marin, & Bang, 2013; Pierotti, 2011).1 This raises the possibility that concepts of agency may be
organized differently across cultures.

1 Indigenous relational epistemologies bear similarities to work on Eastern collectivist cultures where holistic cognitive styles also emphasize relationality
(Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). However, holistic cognitive styles are broad enough to encompass anthropocentric folkpsychology and need not be
ecological or even attentive to communication. By contrast, Indigenous relational epistemologies are explicit about the role of nonhuman plants, animals, and
natural forces as agents who engage in communicative relationships (e.g., Harvey, 2005; Kohn, 2013). Nonetheless, both cultural orientations call attention to
the relative lack of emphasis on relationships in Western thought, underscoring the need for cognitive science to go beyond Western samples.
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